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man, so far as learning is concerned,

he comes in possession of a power he

never knew before to any great extent;

in other words, he is baptized with the

Holy Ghost. What does this do for

the education of the children of men?

Far more than our academies do. Our

children have, by hard study, year af-

ter year, to acquire their learning in

these human institutions; hard think-

ing is necessary, reasoning, gaining lit-

tle by little, and it frequently requires

many years of close application to be-

come what is termed a learned man—a

man that understands the sciences, that

has worked his way through the various

departments of mathematics, and per-

haps geology, and mineralogy, and all the

sciences, such as are usually taught in

universities. But the man filled with the

Holy Ghost has got the advantage of stu-

dents who graduate at our universities.

Why? Because he can learn more in ten

minutes, in regard to many things, than

another, not so favored, can in all his

life. Indeed, he can learn some things by

the operations of the Holy Ghost, which

no natural man or woman could learn,

however gifted they may be. You may

inquire where they could learn these

things? I answer, by the revelations of

the Holy Ghost, which brings to light

many things that are past, and shows

things that are in the future. The Lord

is just as able to show one of his pupils,

who will take the necessary steps to be

taught, what will take place a year, or

ten years, or a hundred, or a thousand

or more years hence, as the principals

in our universities are to teach persons

concerning things present. God is not

confined to the present, or to things im-

mediately concerning his pupils, or those

who may enter into the university he

has prepared, but he opens the past and

future to the minds of men, just as Je-

sus promised his disciples, when he was

about to leave them. "Howbeit when he,

the Spirit of Truth, is come, he will guide

you into all truth; and he will show you

things to come."

Supposing then that the children of

God, who are counted worthy to be in

possession of the Holy Spirit, should

comply with all his commandments, and

become revelators, and supposing they

should inquire about the condition and

formation of the earth, when the Lord

rolled it into existence, also about the

changes that have come upon it, how

easy it would be for the Lord to show

them, in a moment, almost in the twin-

kling of an eye, all about it, giving the

whole history of its condition, before

and when it was first formed. Geolo-

gists may study, year after year, all the

best works they can obtain, concerning

the geological phenomena of our globe;

they may speculate and say, the earth

is several millions of years old, found-

ing their speculations upon geological

appearances; they may say, that it must

have passed through successive changes

for millions of years. But after all, what

do they really know? They may have a

very imperfect idea in relation to the sur-

face of the earth; but they do not know

anything about the depths, underneath

this superficial stratum—the great inte-

rior; they have only a faint idea of cer-

tain very limited localities—a few sur-

face scratches, and almost infinitesimal

in thickness. From these uncertain data

they have drawn their conclusions con-

cerning the age of the earth.

Supposing persons, under the in-

fluence of the Spirit of the living

God, should behold how many of

these changes have been brought about,

and how great revolutions have taken

place, since the earth was last organ-


